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manufacture of such weapons, particularly when such a proposa l
is preceded as it would be ur:3er our resolution :'by the suspension
of test explosions .

Speakers in this-debate have properly-devoted
considerable attention to suggestions for=suspension'of tests
of nuclear weapons with suitable control posts_and technical
equipment in the areas where :•such tests have been made . The
latest proposals in the Sub-Committee,which I have mentioned
and which Canada co-sponsored, do provide for suspension of
tests as the very first thing-to be done in our plan for
initial steps of disarmament . Under this plan tests could
be.suspended for two years . The Assembly should note'thât
the sponsors of this proposal have made a real effort to
match the proper international concern about the testing of
nuclear weapons . As you are all aware, Canada does not prodûce
nuclear weapons . Therefore, we have not ourselves conducted
any of these tests . Thus, we are in this respect in the same
position as the great majority of the other nations represented
here . Whatever the correct view may be as to the possible
harmful effects of radiation and fallout, I think none o f
us would want to discount the anxiety on this score felt by
the-peoples of all natiôns . However, in the present international
circumstances of tension and fear, it is inevitable, unles s
we do something now, that the major powers will seek to augment
and improve their weapons, and this involves tests . While we
are certainly not opposed to any fair and reciprocal measures
to-be taken as soon as possible with respect to tests o f
nuclear weapons, we are also convinced that some more
fundamental action must also be agreed upon and must be taken .

We all have this much in common, that we share an
interest in survival . Let us then so order our endeavour s
that we may ensure that the engines which are capable of putting
our survival in hazard are made the servants and not the matters
of man . But if the wonderful devices for harnessing the forces
of nature which science has contrived are to be used to alleviate
and hot to increase human misery and destitution, we must
organize political machinery which will direct these discoveries
into-.the ways of peace . I cannot believe that this is a simple
matter which can be done by the stroke of a pen or the passage
of a resolution . But I am convinced that such an achievement
is within our capacity and within our grasp .

Mr . Chairman and members of the Committee,I ask
seriously this question . What is the alternative? Are we
once again to end our discussions in deadlock? We should ask
ourselves, each of us, have we all really faced up to the meaning
of this'for the peoples of the world -- for all mankind? Prime
Minister Diefenbaker, in ;participating in the general debate,
concluded his statement with the heartfelt wish that this
Assembly might become known in future years as the Disarmament
Assembly . My final word-is a plea directed primarily to the


